
Explaining the Options
It can be overwhelming, particularly as a first time parent, knowing what to pack

in your hospital bag. So well done, you've come to the right place, where our aim is
to make life easier for pregnant women packing their hospital bags!

 
However, we appreciate that it can be difficult to make a decision between the

various bags & contents packages that we have available and this guide aims to
help you choose what's right for you. But before we bring you to the decision tree
on the next page, let's explain the various bag options & contents pack options. 

3 bag set comprising of a large holdall, tote and toiletry bag. 
3 bag set comprising of a large holdall, a medium holdall & toiletry bag.
4 bag set comprising of a large holdall, medium holdall, tote & toiletry bag

Each bag design can be purchased in the following combinations:

The suggested use for each bag is as follows
   

  LARGE HOLDALL - For mum's hospital bag items. If you go for the first 3    
  bag option above, then include baby's items in here also

  MEDIUM HOLDALL - For baby's hospital bag items

  TOTE BAG - For your labour/delivery room items

  TOILETRY BAG - For keeping your toiletry items separate

Our bag range
 

  CLASSIC - Our classic range comes in a variety of designs - the holdalls 
  open in the old-fashioned doctor's bag style & the totes are expandable.

  
  SIGNATURE - Our luxurious, quilted Signature bags come in a few different

colourways and are very lightweight but super strong. The holdalls can be
expanded by a clever clasp feature & the totes have the ability to be hung

off a pram or a buggy so make a great baby changing bag afterwards.
 

All of our bags have a life long after your hospital visit is over and are the
perfect addition to any family for day trips, trips away etc

 

Our contents packs
 

We have a number of different packs to suit all budgets and preferences. See
comparison grid on the back to help you decide!

 

Now try our decision tree!
 

Try our decision tree on the next page to help you decide. Please note that we
also offer an instalment option so you can spread your payments.



Q. Are you planning
a C-Section or

having multiples?

Q1. Are you
good at 

packing light?!

Result:
- Classic Bag Range; OR

(starting from €89)
- Signature Bag Range

(starting from €189)

Let's Help You Decide!

Yes No

Result:
4 Bag SetStep 1

Q2. Are you on
a budget?

Yes No

Result:
Classic Bag Range

(starting from €89)

Essentials
(+ €50)

YesNo

Conscious 
(+ €80)

Deluxe
(+ €90)

Super Deluxe 
(+ €170)

Ultimate
(+ €250)

Result:
3 Bag Set

+ Your Choice of 
Contents Pack Below

(comparison grid on next page)

Conscious
Plus

(+ €130)

Step 2

Step 3




